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Figures appearing in the EDITOR'S CHOICE are those arising from materials research which 
strike the editor's fancy as being aesthetically appealing and eye<atching. No further criteria are 
applied and none should be assumed. Wien taken out ofcontext, such figures often evoke images 
beyond and unrelated to the original meaning. Submissions of candidate figures are welcome and 
should include a complete source citation, a photocopy of the report in which it appears (or will 
appear), and a reproduäion-quality original drawing orphotograph ofthefigure in question. 

Scientists quickly learn that underlying the simplest outward appearance the most 
complex and intricate processes are at work. Water, piain everyday water, is the subject of 
a study by H. Tanaka and I. Ohmine published in /. Chem. Phys. last November (87, No. 
10, p. 6128-6139). Applying a molecular dynamics calculation, they find large local excur-
sions in the potential energy of the water molecules and associated fast reorientations. 
One of their schematic illustrations is the Editor's Choice reproduced here. Shown are the 
positions of the constituent atoms of H20 molecules (projected on a plane) at eight dis-
tinct consecutive time steps of 0.05 picoseconds (5 x 10"" s). Heavy solid lines represent the 
intramolecular bonds while lighter lines show attractive interactions among the hydrogen 
atoms. In this toy-like balls-and-sticks diagram, the size of the balls indicates distance into 
the plane of the figure (smaller being farther). During only 0.2 ps of the 0.4 ps time span 
covered here, the water molecule in the center (shown by the dark circles) makes nearly a 
180 degree rotation out of the plane. 
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NEW INSTRUMENTS 
FOR TESTING THE MECHANICAL 

PROPERTIES OF THIN FILMS 
AND COATINGS 

REVETEST SCRATCH TESTER 
The CSEM Revetest is a new instrument for measuring the 
mechanical strength (adhesion and intrinsic cohesion) of hard 
and brittle coatings produced by CVD (chemical vapor 
deposition) and PVD (physical vapor deposition) techniques. 

• Easy to use 
• Automatic Operation 
• Quantitative results 
• Frictional coefficient option 
• Microscope Option 

NANOINDENTER 
The NANO Indenter is a new instrument for measuring the 
mechanical properties of a surface on a submicron scale. 
The instrument measures the hardness and elastic modulus 
of a material surface. 

• No imaging required 
• Complete Computer acquisition of Penetration depth and load 
• Differentiates between elastic and plastic strains 
• Data from indentations as shallow as 20nm 
• Programmable, indent pattems, approach rates, loading and 

unloading 

TRIBOMETER PIN-ON-DISC MACHINE 
The CSEM Tribometer is a pin-on-disc type instrument for the 
precise measurement of the friction and wear properties of 
materials and the functional lifetime of tribological coatings. 

• Easy to use 
• Complete with discs and ball holders 
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